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The Numbers Continue to Rise… 
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By 2050, the number of people age 65 and older with 

Alzheimer's disease may nearly triple, from 5.3 

million to a projected 13.8 million. 
 

 



Costs of Dementia vs. Other Conditions 
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Why is Alzheimer’s different 

than other diseases?  
• Disease duration   

• Loss of cognitive skills over time 

• Caregivers provide help with all activities 

of daily living 

– Eating, dressing, bathing 

• Dementia can cause agitation, paranoia, 

“sundowning”, aggression 

• Health of caregivers suffers 

 



Caregivers 
 

Nearly 16 million caregivers for 

individuals living with Alzheimer’s 
 

 



Alzheimer’s doesn’t just happen 

to individuals — it happens to 

families. 
        

The economic value 

of the unpaid care 

provided to those with 

Alzheimer’s or other 

dementias totaled 

$230.1 billion in 2016.  



Alzheimer’s doesn’t just happen 

to individuals — it happens to 

families. 

In 2016, Alzheimer’s and 

dementia caregivers had 

$10.9 billion in additional 

health care costs of their 

own due to the tremendous 

physical and emotional 

burden of caregiving. 



People think caregiving should be a group effort, 

but don’t  spread the responsibility accordingly. 

Base: Caregivers (n=502) 

C4. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about giving care to someone with Alzheimer's or another form of dementia. 

[VAL  

UE] 

[VAL  

UE] 

[VAL  

UE] 
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Different people should do  

different tasks so that no one  

person should do it all. 

It takes a village to care for  

someone with  

Alzheimer’s/dementia. 

I have spread the responsibility of  

caregiving among my family or  

close friends. 

• In fact, almost two out of every three caregivers say that feeling isolated or alone was a significant challenge in  

providing care for someone with Alzheimer’s or another form of dementia. 

• One in five caregivers wish they had created a network of caregivers that included other family members. 

• Half of all caregivers felt like they couldn’t talk to anyone in social settings or work about what they were going through. 

 

 
PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR OWN CAREGIVING EXPERIENCE 

(% T2B) 



More than 4 in 5 caregivers would have liked more 

support  especially from their family. 
• Almost three-fifths of caregivers specifically wanted more help from their spouse or partner. 

• The number one reason people didn’t give care for someone who had Alzheimer’s or another form of dementia was  

that they felt like another family member had already taken on the responsibility (74%) – followed by not living in  

the same area (62%). 

Base: Caregivers (n=502) 

C17. Whom would you have liked to have been more involved during your time as a primary caregiver? 

58% 

55% 
53% 53% 

46% 

33% 

30% 30% 

25% 

My My sibling(s) My child(ren) Another family A close friend(s) My mother My father My neighbor(s) My co- 

spouse/partner member(s) workers/boss 

WANTED MORE SUPPORT FROM… 

(% T2B) 

[VALUE] 
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WANTED MORE SUPPORT 

(% Selected at least 

one  person) 



While families who supported each other found strength, the  

lack of support strained family relationships. 

Base: Caregivers (n=502) 

C11. Has being a primary caregiver primarily strengthened or strained your relationships with others in your life, not including the person with Alzheimer’s or another form of dementia?  

C14. What specifically caused the strength in your relationship with others, not including the person with Alzheimer’s or another form of dementia? 

C15. What specifically caused the strain in your relationship with others, not including the person with Alzheimer’s or another form of dementia? 

81% 

65% 
56% 

65% 66% 

53% 51% 
47% 45% 

Being emotionally there for Making decisions 

together  each other 

Sharing the caregiving role 

• Relationships with their siblings were strained more than any other family members - this includes not having  

enough of their help/support. 

TOP 3 REASONS BEHIND STRENGTH 

(% Selected) 

TOP 3 REASONS BEHIND STRAIN 

(% Selected) 

Spouse/partner 

Siblings 

Other family members 

23% 

25% 

17% 

35% 

CAREGIVING EFFECT ON  

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS 

(% Selected) 

Strengthened 

Strained 

Both 

Neither 

46% 

14 

38% 37% 

53% 

61% 

50% 

41% 42% 44% 

Caregiving burden Not having enough help or  

support from him or her 

Didn't understand what I was  

going through 
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Emotional impact 
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63%  37% 

Have provided help 

to someone with 

dementia for more 

than 5 years 

  2x  
Twice as many 
women caregivers  
spend more than 
40 hours per week 
providing care 

 



Burden on Alzheimer’s Caregivers 
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Alzheimer’s Caregivers Face Heavier 

Burdens 
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One-third of caregivers for people with 

Alzheimer’s or another dementia report 

that their health has gotten worse due to 

care responsibilities compared to 19 

percent of caregivers without dementia 



What can families do? 



How to 

Prepare for 

Financial 

Impact 
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Plan for 

Retirement 

and Future 

Long-term 

Care 

Plan How to 

Access 

Care When 

Time 

Comes 

Investigate 

Local Long-

term Care 

Services 

Conduct 

Inventory 

of Financial 

Resources  

Call Local 

Agency on 

Aging To 

Find 

Resources 
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Soon after a diagnosis is 

made 

• Include the person living with Alzheimer’s 

in planning discussions 

• Put advance directives in place  

– Healthcare power of attorney 

– Financial power of attorney 

• Discuss options for how care will be 

provided including the wishes of the 

person living with dementia 
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Become educated about what to 

expect  

• Learn about Alzheimer’s:  disease progression, 

caregiving strategies and coping skills 

• Build a care team 

• Have regular family meetings to ensure 

everyone is informed and on board with the plan 

• Investigate clinical trial opportunities 
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Engaging Caregivers Using A 

Coaching Framework 
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VOICE: DEMENTIA CARE  

Moving Towards Person Centered Dementia Care: 

How to have a “Memory Conversation” in the Home 



Person-centered planning is a philosophy that 

involves viewing, listening to and supporting an 

individual based on their strengths, abilities, 

aspirations and preferences to make decisions 

to maintain a life which is meaningful to them. 

- From NCQA Case Management LTSS 

Standards 

What IS the memory conversation? 
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The Goals for the Memory Conversation 
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Memory Conversation “How To” 

In Four Parts 
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Part 1:  Mind Your Mindset 
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Mind your Mindset 

Build Awareness 

Acknowledge & 
Validate 

Move the Action 
Forward 



Minding Your Mindset 
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Advocacy 

Telling 

Inquiry 

Asking 
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Part 2:  Build Awareness 
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Mind your Mindset 

Build Awareness 

Acknowledge & 
Validate 

Move the Action 
Forward 



 

 

Building Awareness:  Using Good Questions 
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Effective questions help you: 

 

• Build trust and relationships 

• Explore, clarify and understand 

the other person’s world 

• Learn about the person’s 

feelings, thoughts, beliefs and 

behaviors 

• Gather information 

• Assist the person to make an 

informed decision 

• Get to the root cause of issues 

and obstacles 



• Open-ended versus close-

ended questions 

• Leading and judging 

questions versus neutral 

questions 

• WHAT questions 

• WHY and SO WHAT 

questions 

 

Building Awareness:  Types of Questions 
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Building Awareness:  Sharing Information 
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Part 3:  Acknowledge and Validate 
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Mind your Mindset 

Build Awareness 

Acknowledge & 
Validate 

Move the Action 
Forward 



 

• It sounds like you’re saying 

that…your dad is not the person 

he used to be 

• Let me see if I understand...you 

feel like you are the only one in 

the family that is able to 

understand what your mom 

means when she is upset? 

• It sounds like you felt 

really….tired 

• That must have felt…..scary.  

 

Statements that “Acknowledge” 
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Sample Validation Statements 

• I can understand why you would 

feel that way. 

• That’s natural, it can be very 

upsetting when something like 

that happens. 

• You have a right to feel that way. 

• Based on your how you 

interpreted the situation, it 

makes sense that you feel that 

way. 

 

 

Validate 
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Sample Recognition Statements: 

• I was very impressed by the way 

you x.  It may not have had the 

outcome you wanted, but you 

did an excellent job overcoming 

the obstacles.  

• I can really see how committed 

you are to this.  Your dedication 

and love really show how much 

you care. 



Part 4:  Move The Action Forward 
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• An easy-to-use method for 

creating a living network of 

collaborative dialogue around 

questions that matter in service to 

real work.  

• The World Café is built on the 

assumption that ... People already 

have within them the wisdom and 

creativity to confront even the 

most difficult challenges; that the 

answers we need are available to 

us; and that we are Wiser 

Together than we are alone 

Activity:  World Cafe 

41 http://www.theworldcafe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Cafe-To-Go-Revised.pdf 



Activity:  World Cafe 

• Three ten minute rounds of discussion 

• First Round:  Select a table “host” who will take notes for the table 

• Together, using guidelines here take ten minutes to answer questions 

posed 

• At the end of ten minutes, all but the table host “travel” to another table 

where that table host welcomes them and gives a quick summary of 

previous discussion points 

• Repeat 
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Questions: 

• What barriers come to mind as you think about having a memory 

conversation with people with dementia or their caregivers? 

 

• How might you use the steps in the coaching framework to overcome 

these barriers? 
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For more information: 
 

www.alz.org 

1-800-272-3900 - 24/7 Helpline 

 

www.caregiverhomes.com  

1-866-797-2333 - Care Advisory Unit  

 
·         

 

·    
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http://www.alz.org
http://www.alz.org
http://www.caregiverhomes.com

